
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) Kolkata 

Mohanpur - 741 246 

RTI REQUEST No. ISERK/R/2017/70008 

Text of Application  

(            ) 

1.Kindly furnish me year wise GATE Rank & Cut-Off marks basing on 

which an admission into M.Tech program in every individual M.Tech 

branch is allowed under different categories in your institution in a 

tabular form from 2012-13 to 2016-17 academic year, specifying i) 

Academic Year ii) Name of the branch iii) Category under which 

admission given iv) GATE Rank allowed under every specific 

category v) Cut-Off marks allowed under specific category.  

2.Also provide me year wise GATE Rank & Cut-Off marks basing on 

which an admission into MS program in every individual MS branch is 

allowed under different categories in your institution in a tabular form 

from 2012-13 to 2016-17 academic year, specifying i) Academic Year 

ii) Name of the branch iii) Category under which admission given iv) 

GATE Rank allowed under every specific category v) Cut-Off marks 

allowed under specific category.  

3.Kindly furnish me year wise GATE Rank & Cut-Off marks basing on 

which an admission into Phd. program in every individual Phd. branch 

is allowed under different categories in your institution in a tabular 

form from 2012-13 to 2016-17 academic year, specifying i) Academic 

Year ii) Name of the branch iii) Category under which admission 

given iv) GATE Rank allowed under every specific category v) Cut-

Off marks allowed under specific category. 

Reply of Application  

(             ) 

1. and 2. IISER Kolkata has no information as these programmes are 

not offered.  

3. Interviews are held to select candidates for admission to the PhD 

programme based on short listing criteria set by the departments 

based on academic records, experience and research interest of the 

candidates. 

Sr No. 

(     ) 
Action Taken 

(           ग ) 

Date of 

Action 

(           
     ) 

Action Taken 

By 

(             ) 
Remarks (      ) 

1 RTI REQUEST 

RECEIVED 

31/10/2016 PIO Vide letter dtd. 18.10.2016 received by 

Speed Post on 31.10.2016. 

2 REQUEST DISPOSED 

OF 

29/11/2016 PIO Vide letter no. IISER-K/RTI/2016-

17/1596, dated  29.11.2016. 


